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press release

The magic cube of interior design: “cubus” –  
natural individuality 
Wall unit, standalone furniture, or room divider? Stylish display case, versatile shelf unit, or smart desk? If you value flexibility 

in your furniture, welcome change, and have your own unique ideas, you will be well served by TEAM 7 and its high-level interior 

design. This applies to individually planned wall units, as well as to sideboards, tables, wall cabinets, and standalone furniture. 

Because the Austrian solid wood specialist covers the full range of furniture with elegant simplicity. With a wide range of 

planning options, unique solutions for all room situations, and furniture that is made to measure, the company has made a 

name for itself as an expert in modular furniture made of fine wood, and stands for natural, creative innovation. The “cubus” 

programme, for instance, shows how furniture made for one purpose can be implemented perfectly in all areas of the home.

Creative play with design options 

“The fine solid wood bodies of our furniture units are an invitation to playful design,” explains Sebastian Desch, Head of Design 

at TEAM 7. “Whether as a solo piece, or combined with or installed in sideboards, dressers, wall units, or kitchens – they 

offer space for a special display in any area. You can let your imagination have free rein.” This specially developed furniture 

system provides perfect solutions for all household requirements. Made individually to measure, it can fit in anytime and 

anywhere. It also offers plenty of technical highlights and extra features. Beautiful craftsmanship, the finest materials, and 
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intelligent development can be found in every detail of our furniture. Combined in elegant forms and featuring a refined mix of 

different types of solid wood and coloured glass, our furniture is also eye-catching. Attached to the wall or standing in the room 

depending your preference – these exclusive natural beauties will create perfect living situations in every position.

Massive flexibility in new dimensions

“cubus” is also impressive as an organiser. Infinite possible combinations of element and shelf systems in any dimensions open 

up more freedom for planning and will inspire you to design your own creations. Book lovers, for example, can even use this 

programme to plan libraries across two floors, design dining rooms, and furnish home offices. Another advantage: the modular 

furniture makes moving house very easy. The elements are assembled logically and are amazingly adaptable, due to the almost 

infinite options they offer. This is where craftsmanship meets technology and offers a very special interaction between form 

and function:  Whether in the living space, kitchen, dining room or office – “cubus” specialises in providing solutions for even 

the most challenging interior design requirements. And it does this at the highest level. Handcrafted details such as slot-and-

pin connections, finger-jointed wooden drawers, and hand-sorted solid wood fronts represent quality and show how much 

passion goes into this concept. With almost endless planning options and high standards when it comes to design, materials, 

and function, this versatile system opens up a new dimension for a design range of solid wood furniture. 
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